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a b s t r a c t

This article presents pioneering research on virtual money exchange (VMX) to protect the wealth gener-
ated in virtual worlds. This goal is realized by designing and implementing a VMX system through which
virtual money exchange rates between virtual worlds are generated based on a redistribution strategy.
Moreover, this strategy aims to re-value the total intrinsic value and the total exchangeable value of
virtual currencies at a series of Pareto exchange points. We have designed, implemented, proved and
extended a novel VMX exchange rate algorithm (VERA) algorithm, which implements the redistribution
strategy. In order to observe the behavior of virtual money exchange rate generations, we built a VMX
simulator to simulate various cases of virtual money exchange. Experiments on our VMX simulator show
that minimum acceptable virtual exchange rates set by exchange requestors have a great impact on the
success or failure of a virtual money exchange. This suggests the need for further research to reconcile the
contradiction between presenting fair virtual currency exchange rates and achieving low fluctuations of
virtual currency exchange rates. Finally, this research contributes to a better understanding of many
aspects relating to virtual money, virtual currency exchange and virtual wealth protection. These are
important for the future design and implementation of integrated virtual worlds.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Virtual communities have been of great interest since the dawn
of Internet. Soon after different types of virtual communities
emerged, fascinating billions of people around the world of all gen-
ders, ages, nationalities, cultural backgrounds and educational lev-
els. These users have been called netizens (Hauben and Hauben
1996), referring to those who use the Internet to engage in activi-
ties of extended virtual social groups. This attracted the research
interest of many computer scientists, sociologists, economists
and entrepreneurs, who actively shaped a new research field.

A virtual community is a technology-supported cyberspace, cen-
tered on communication and interaction among participants,
resulting in relationships that are built for certain purposes (Lee
et al. 2002). A virtual community is a social aggregation emerging
from the Internet when enough people carry on public discussions
long enough and with sufficient human feeling to form webs of per-
sonal relationships in cyberspace (Rheingold 1993). Here similarly,
cyberspace, a term originally used in William Gibson’s science-fic-
tion novel Neuromancer, is the name some people use for the con-
ceptual space where words, human relationships, data, wealth,
and power are manifested by people using computer-mediated

communication technology (Rheingold 1993). As a subcategory of
virtual community, a virtual world is a virtually-formed common
information space in the form of a virtual universe community or
a virtual space, where a group of netizens represented as avatars
of real-world humans relate to each other, in ways that are charac-
terized by integration, interaction, immersion and interoperability
(Cherbakov et al. 2009, Alther 2009).

Technically, a virtual world can be defined as a computer-
simulated representation allowing avatars to interconnect and
communicate in relatively life-like environments (Ives and Junglas
2008), such as online games and metaverses (Kumar et al. 2008).
When two or more virtual worlds are integrated, they constitute
an integrated virtual world. When many virtual worlds are signifi-
cantly integrated worldwide, they become global virtual world.
Now, with the rapid development of many Web-based sciences
such as multimedia study, e-commerce and social networking, vir-
tual communities catalyze the evolution of this virtual world, blur-
ring the boundary between the virtual world and the real world.

This article establishes a virtual money exchange regime to pro-
tect virtual wealth between virtual worlds or within an integrated
virtual world. The importance of building such a virtual currency
exchange regime is that it will be possible to freely transfer virtual
wealth in the form of virtual money from one virtual world to an-
other. This transferability is essential for virtual wealth protection.
Transferability becomes a concern. This is the situation when net-
izens detect that a virtual world is declining in virtual business,
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implying the potential of virtual wealth loss. Valuable virtual
wealth may then be transferred from the worsening virtual world
to another more prosperous and stable virtual world to gain more
or at least retain the original value of virtual wealth. This behavior
is analogous to real-world behavior in similar settings.

A key concern then is how to generate a virtual currency ex-
change rate at which one virtual currency can be bought for an-
other. A critical research issue encountered here is how to value
and measure the worthiness of one virtual currency against an-
other in a fair and transparent way – in essence, how to establish
a fair virtual money exchange regime. The challenge of the under-
lying issue is that a virtual world is often closed in which the value
of virtual wealth as measured by the individual virtual currency is
arbitrary when compared to another. Guo and Chow (2008) inves-
tigated existing virtual money systems and they provide us with a
better understanding of this setting. This research shows that most
virtual currencies are not interoperable, as virtual worlds are dif-
ferent from the real world, the latter being open to present an inte-
grated global market. In contrast, a virtual world is limited within a
virtual community. In the real world, standard baskets of goods,
services or currencies can be used as the measurement bases of va-
lue comparisons to determine and adjust the exchange rates
among real currencies. In contrast, a virtual world is often rela-
tively isolated and its real value of virtual products compared with
other virtual worlds is unknown. Thus, before we can build a vir-
tual currency exchange system, we first need to establish a value
comparison mechanism between the virtual currencies of virtual
worlds.

In establishing such a value comparison mechanism, it is impor-
tant to investigate the relationship between the existence of a
common value system among all netizens for all virtual monies
and the problems of a fair virtual money exchange regime. Accord-
ing to Vilfredo Pareto (1906), when following the preference
assumptions of a set of individuals, it is optimal that no redistribu-
tion of goods can improve the position of one individual without
making at least one other individual worse off. This implies that
a fair virtual money exchange regime can be established if it com-
plies with the principle of this Pareto optimization.

To research this question, it is first necessary to specify the pre-
cise assumptions of common value systems. An important theorem
could thus be formulated, which, loosely speaking, asserts that a
common value system will exist if two sets of virtual currency ex-
changes are unique Pareto minimal sets.

Assuming the existence of a common value system, the authors
propose a novel virtual money exchange(VMX) regime, featuring the
characteristic of self-adjustment so that virtual currency exchange
rates could be computer-adjusted or human-adjusted to a Pareto
exchange point as the demand and supply of virtual currencies
change under the virtual market forces. An additional goal of this
research is to provide a basis for future research by conducting a
series of experiments on a VMX simulator that is designed and
implemented in this article. These experiments will enable us to
improve the existing VMX system to support the generation of fair-
er virtual currency exchange rates for netizens in various virtual
worlds.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the concepts of virtual wealth and virtual money exchange.
Section 3 reviews the related works on virtual money research and
online virtual money exchange shops. Section 4 discusses virtual
money value determination practices and the related theories. Sec-
tion 5 follows and offers a description of a virtual money exchange
market and the existence of a common value system. Section 6
proposes a novel VMX model. It describes the technical approach
that is used, as well as a virtual exchange rate algorithm (VERA)
that describes how virtual currency exchange rates can be gener-
ated following different strategies. Section 7 discusses how our

VMX simulator was designed and implemented to enable the gen-
eration of virtual currency exchange rates. Section 8 presents
experiments to simulate virtual currency exchange rate genera-
tion. Section 9 offers a discussion on the VMX system from the
perspectives of the theory, including Pareto optimization, the
Arrow–Debreu model and a double auction system. We conclude
in Section 10 with contributions and future research.

2. Virtual wealth and virtual money exchanges

2.1. Virtual wealth

The Internet wave of the 1990s brought forth many novel ideas
and features to websites (Wigand 1997). During this time many
new applications were created, including forums, blogs, shared
files, songs, music, screen savers, software, smilies, online decorat-
ing items, game equipment, virtual land and homes, and e-books,
among others. We learned that almost any behavior that can be
imagined can be digitized and can become a virtual item.

In the early years of virtual communities often many virtual
items were free. However, web hosting and maintenance efforts
imply costs. Covering these costs and, in an effort to make a living,
many website operators who provide virtual items began to adver-
tise online. They hoped visitors using free virtual items would click
on online ads to compensate the operator for the costs of providing
the free virtual items. Award schemes from traditional bonus-
based marketing began to play an important role in forming the
revenue model for online advertising. Many virtual communities’
websites issue bonus points (e.g., ScoreCardRewards.com) and set
up various plans to promote the participation of virtual community
activities. Netizens are encouraged to browse more web pages,
where clicks on ads, views on contents, downloads of items or
plays on games are paid for in traditional or electronic money
(e.g., Bux.To, LinkBucks.com) or bonus points (e.g., Scour.com).
The business thinking behind this scheme is that Internet surfers
should share the benefits derived from advertising revenues
earned by website operators. Over time, some types of bonus
points acquired the label and name of virtual money, and tradi-
tional money could be used to buy it in order to purchase virtual
items (e.g., LB of Xunlei.com, KinzCash of WebKinz.com and QB
of QQ.com). This transformation led to a new subcategory of virtual
communities: virtual worlds as various computerized images of
real worlds. The development of virtual worlds is centered on the
virtualization of world artifacts such as money, commodity, rela-
tions and behaviors. These ongoing activities of virtualization have
created another business model involving virtual trade, which has
resulted in virtual goods being shaped from virtual items. This prac-
tice enables the use of virtual money as the medium of virtual ex-
change in virtual worlds. By definition, a virtual good or resource is
any virtual-world object or service that increases utility. Utility can
be measured in terms of satisfaction, desirability or the usefulness
of avatars, and relate to e-books, music files, game equipment,
rights to access to virtual resources or payment services that a vir-
tual world provides. These virtual goods and resources gradually
evolve to become virtual wealth, which points to the power of
acquiring any virtual or real goods and the resources for their ex-
change and use (Smith 1776, p. 28).

Virtual wealth can be measured by virtual money, a special type
of virtual good that can be used to store the value of other virtual
goods like traditional money (Guo and Chow 2008). For such vir-
tual money, as long as a virtual money issuer (often the virtual
world owner like QQ.com) declares a particular type of virtual cur-
rency containing a certain amount of value corresponding to cer-
tain quantities of virtual goods, this is then used as the medium
of exchange and the stored value for virtual goods in the virtual
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world. It benefits the virtual world by simplifying the cumbersome
process of bartering to exchange virtual goods. This further
strengthens the position of virtual currency as a symbol of virtual
wealth in the sense of stored and measurable common value for
that virtual world. When an amount of virtual currency is used
to measure a quantity of some virtual good or resource, we also
can establish the corresponding virtual price.

2.2. Virtual money exchanges

Virtual money is one of the most exciting by-products produced
from the evolution of virtual worlds, and it demonstrates the sim-
ilarity between the virtual and real worlds. The possession of vir-
tual money represents the social and financial position of virtual
inhabitants, who are avatars of real-world human netizens’ images,
and shows their richness, diligence, capabilities and other features.
When virtual money becomes a means for measuring and storing
virtual wealth, and we recognize that virtual wealth should sustain
its value as in the real world, then the protection of virtual money
value becomes of utmost importance (Guo et al. 2009).

However, research by the authors on existing virtual worlds has
shown that there is insufficient understanding of the interactions
between various virtual worlds. The existing technical infrastruc-
ture does not support different virtual worlds so they can work to-
gether to form an integrated virtual world between virtual worlds.
Yamaguchi (2004) reports that a virtual currency is valid only in
the corresponding virtual world. This is often true. For example,
AceBucks of Facebook.com cannot be exchanged to World of
Warcraft Gold on WorldofWarcraft.com and QB in QQ.com cannot
be converted to LB in Xunlei.com directly from their in-worlds.
This reflects the fact that a virtual currency exchange function does
not exist between the existing virtual worlds. This implies that
virtual inhabitants may lose all of their virtual wealth when their
virtual world declines, collapses or goes bankrupt. This is because
they have no means of transferring their virtual world-dependent
virtual wealth in the form of virtual money to other virtual worlds.
A possible solution is to convert virtual money to real money in the
real world. But this is still rare. The only example we know of is
Linden dollar (L$) in SecondLife.com. L$1000 can be freely con-
verted to about US$4.10. For other virtual worlds, there are three
reasons that prevent conversion from virtual to real-world
currency:

� Legal obstacles. Real-world governments overseeing virtual
worlds fear that virtual money will have an unfavorable impact
on real-world monetary systems and the economy. For exam-
ple, China publishes regulations that virtual money can only
be converted back to fiat money at the original rate of exchange.
So freely buying and selling virtual money is forbidden
(www.law-lib.com/law/law_view.asp?id=191034).
� Monopolistic thought. Many virtual world operators favor a

closed virtual world. In doing so, they can maximize their prof-
its by selling virtual world cards, such as game or gift cards,
with prices that are higher than the real exchangeable values.
They create virtual world rules in a rather monopolistic fashion
also. This constitutes the manipulation of trade between the
participants of the virtual world, twisting normal exchange
where monopolistic profits are forbidden.
� Technology limitations. Different virtual worlds have their own

architectures, programming and system design rules. They pro-
vide no programming interfaces to real-world monetary or pay-
ment systems. This makes it hard for the virtual world to
interact with the real world.

In the short-term, the legal obstacles and monopoly issues will
not be easy to change. These issues are also beyond the control of

the technical design of virtual worlds. The only solution to protect
the accumulated virtual wealth of virtual inhabitants is to find a
way that the amount of virtual currency from one virtual world
can be effectively converted to the virtual currencies of other vir-
tual worlds. This involves explicitly establishing a virtual money
exchange regime for the interaction between the different virtual
worlds. In this way, if virtual inhabitants believe that a virtual
world is collapsing, their virtual wealth can be moved from one
to another through a virtual money exchange system.

2.3. Practicability of establishing a virtual money exchange system

A closed virtual world may be desirable in that its owners wish
to increase the switching cost of its virtual inhabitants to move to
other virtual worlds. This will be beneficial to the owners, since it
will permit them to retain their customers and set their own
prices. Thus, a virtual money exchange system for virtual wealth
protection will not succeed unless it obtains support from existing
virtual world owners. This argument seems correct but neglects
the fact that an integrated virtual world operating within a viable
virtual money exchange regime will provide a much broader vir-
tual market, which will benefit all virtual world owners. This is
analogous to the debate about whether we need international
trade between countries. Early economists such as David Ricardo
(1912) have already demonstrated the comparative advantage of
trade between countries.

This analogy is appropriate and lends itself well to explaining
how a future integrated virtual world would work. Applying
Ricardo’s theory, virtual worlds with different virtual products
can trade with each other to gain comparative advantage only if
a virtual money exchange regime exists between them that
supports virtual trade. Proponents of establishing a virtual money
exchange regime envision the following benefits: (1) A virtual
world’s revenue will increase if virtual trade volume increases,
which will lead to a boom in the virtual world, increasing other
real revenues such as advertising income. (2) An increase in the
supply of a world’s virtual currency will have the positive effect
of increasing real revenue when virtual money is initially bought
with real money from either the virtual or the real worlds. (3) The
number of virtual inhabitants, including the consumers in the
virtual worlds, will increase if virtual trade volume increases,
which will make the virtual world more popular, creating
additional potential benefits.

In the long run, an integrated virtual world, enabled by a virtual
money exchange regime, will permit most virtual worlds to create
more value and develop stronger sustainability. So establishing a
virtual money exchange regime is necessary to support virtual
world participants.

3. Related research

Virtual money is a relatively new research area and is still not
well known or sufficiently understood. Even the term virtual world
is not consistently defined, and the working mechanisms that are
present are also not very well understood either. The past couple
years have seen more intensive research work in this area. This is
due to the popularity of various types of virtual worlds. A dramat-
ically increasing number of people have been attracted to playing
games and participating in social networks. Among them, famous
examples of virtual money are the Linden Dollar in SecondLife.com,
WoW Gold in WorldofWarcraft.com, AceBucks in Facebook.com,
QB in QQ.com, and LB in Xunlei.com. In this section, we first review
the related work on existing virtual money research. Then, we
investigate several virtual money exchange online shops to exam-
ine their effectiveness in protecting virtual wealth.
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3.1. Research on virtual money

So far many notions of virtual money still mistakenly refer to
electronic money. For example, Solomon (1997) describes various
types of electronic money using the term virtual money (Budd
2000). Mackenzie (2007) viewed virtual money as supporting the
network of social relationships that make the exchange possible.
Nevertheless, this is still a form of electronic money that carries
real money value. In view of the confusion between electronic
money and virtual money and the lack of a precise definition of vir-
tual money, Guo and Chow (2008) provided helpful definitions of
virtual money, traditional money and electronic money together
with a clear distinction among them. They defined virtual money
as a type of money virtually created for or from virtual activities
by virtual world members in virtual worlds. Its characteristics in-
cluded: (1) use in the virtual world, (2) non-fiat and fictitious,
and (3) commodity, credit or rule-based. Peng and Sun (2009) later
offer a similar definition.

Besides the lack of clarity of a virtual money definition, most of
the existing research on virtual money leans toward a social,
behavioral or economic orientation. With regard to the social as-
pects, Cikic et al. (2008) argued for the importance of the real value
of virtual property and the deficiency of existing virtual environ-
ments that lead to fraud and cheating, and illegal use of virtual
property. They proposed a set of requirements for building virtual
environments. With regard to the behavioral aspects, Guo and
Barnes (2007) investigated the determinants of members’ behav-
ioral intentions with respect to virtual item transactions in virtual
worlds. Their suggested model tried to understand the latent psy-
chological processes that induce transaction-making behavior.
Wang and Mainwaring (2008) found that players may abandon,
embrace or extend virtual worlds based on the ways game re-
sources can be bought and sold. Users of real money for virtual cur-
rencies have raised numerous issues, including realness, trust and
fairness. With regard to the economic aspects, Peng and Xu (2009)
found that under the current mechanism of Chinese virtual money,
speculation is forbidden. The most dominant motivation of users to
keep virtual money is for transactional use, not as a store of value.
Without the function of storing value, there is no means to deter-
mine the value of virtual money though.

The above research has studied the uses and the impacts of vir-
tual money. More technical research on how virtual money can be
used and exchanged is still relatively rare though. Guo and Chow
(2008) analyzed the types and working mechanisms of existing vir-
tual money systems. They proposed an improved virtual money
system model to solve some problems with its real-world use.
Other research by Quiané-Ruiz et al. (2008) has suggested that vir-
tual money should be managed to avoid economic problems in
peer-to-peer data management systems when queries are made
by users and resources to answer them must be allocated.

3.2. Online virtual money exchange shops

The presence of online virtual money exchange shops suggests
that there is real-world motivation to study virtual money ex-
change. An online investigation by the authors found several such
shops. For example, GameUSD.com is an information hub that pro-
vides price comparisons for various virtual currencies to US dollars
and offers exchange rate analyses based on data that are gathered
from sampled sellers each day. Also, GameUSD permits users to
buy WoW Gold with US dollars. Similarly, IGE.com, one of the
world’s largest massive multiplayer online role-playing games
shops, buys and sells virtual products and virtual currencies in se-
lected massively multiplayer online games in fiat money. Other
than trading in fiat money, Sparter.com is a P2P online shop that
supports global gamer-to-gamer trading of virtual currencies.

Gamers with an existing amount of their game’s currency were
able to sell it through Sparter.com to other gamers who were look-
ing to buy currency for that specific game, but this service is no
longer available. Finally, VirWox.com is an online shop that ex-
changes Linden dollars with US dollars. It acts as a secondary mar-
ket for SecondLife.

There are a number of commonalities among the virtual money
exchange shops. There is no direct and automated virtual money
exchange among virtual currencies. Virtual currencies provided
by a single virtual world by different servers are not transferable.
Also, no universal exchange mechanism has been established to
permit virtual money exchange. These observations signify the
high importance that we place on developing a virtual-to-virtual
money exchange system.

4. Virtual money value determination

Our review so far has demonstrated that virtual money
exchange is important. Nevertheless, how to determine the value
of different virtual currencies to form a virtual currency exchange
rate between any two virtual currencies is a critical but compli-
cated problem.

4.1. Virtual money bases

To understand what determines the value of virtual money, it is
necessary to know the bases for virtual money bases that currently
are used in existing virtual worlds. Money base is a term related to
money supply, which is the amount of money issued in an econ-
omy based. In the real world, money is often based on precious
metals such as gold and silver in order to have a common measure.
This is commodity-based money. It also can be based on laws and
regulations of a government following some wealth indices. This
is regulation-based legal tender as fiat money. It also may be based
on the credit of an entity that leverages people’s trust, which is
credit-based money. The value of money has relationships with
the money base. For example, given the total value V of an econ-
omy, if the commodity-based money supply is C, then the value
of each unit of commodity money is V/C. Similarly, given a fiat
money supply F and credit money T, the unit values of fiat money
and credit money will be V/F and V/T.

Virtual money resembles real money in terms of its money
bases (Guo and Chow 2008). However, we have observed four
layers of worlds, as shown in Fig. 1. A world is an intrinsic world
if it is perceived by the world itself and is an extrinsic world if it
is perceived by worlds other than itself. In this layered model,
the outer layer worlds provide a given amount of money to
the inner layer world as a way of establishing a money supply
base. Also, there is a money base relationship between the
worlds of the outer layer and the inner layer as follows: tradi-
tional money ? electronic money ? virtual out-world money ?
virtual in-world money.

In the above money-based relationships, traditional money re-
fers to money in physical forms, such as notes, coins, checks and
bank accounts. Electronic money refers to money in electronic

Real World 

Electronic World

Virtual Out-world 

Virtual In-world

Fig. 1. Layers of worlds.
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forms, such as the accounts of e-payment systems like PayPal, or
various types of cards including prepaid cards, credit cards and
debit cards. This type of money is, in fact, an electronic form of tra-
ditional money though. Virtual out-world money (or virtual money
form one) is virtual money that is tightly related to the real and
electronic worlds. It is often supplied based on traditional or elec-
tronic money. It is used to purchase various types of value-added
services that are available in the virtual worlds or by paying sub-
scription fees. For example, consider the virtual world participation
time in WorldofWarcraft.com, QB in QQ.com or LB in Xunlei.com.
Virtual in-world money (or virtual money form two) refers to money
that is tightly related to virtual in-world activities. It is a type of
pure virtual money often used for games (e.g., QGame in QQ.com)
and virtual products and services (e.g., Yuanbao of Xunlei.com and
Linden dollars for buying and selling virtual products).

By focusing on virtual out-world and virtual in-world monies,
as shown in Fig. 2, we have observed four types of virtual money
bases: extrinsic world money-based, rule-based, labor-based and
credit-based.

Extrinsic world-based virtual money means that the virtual
money supply is determined by the given amount of outer-layered
worlds. Often, a significant portion of form one virtual money sup-
ply is determined by the outer-layer’s traditional money and elec-
tronic money. For example, the money supply of QB in QQ.com is
determined by the quantity of QB sold in Chinese RMB. A good por-
tion of form two virtual money is also outer-layered world money-
based. QGame (QQ.com game money) and Yuanbao are supplied
based on form one virtual money QB and LB, respectively. Rule-
based virtual money refers to the virtual money supply that is
determined by a virtual world-maker who sets rules to determine
the money supply. This includes using rules to turn effort, luck and
personal reputation into some amount of virtual money. For exam-
ple, rules can include the following: when a gamer kills a big
‘‘boss,’’ the system gives 100 units of virtual money, or when a ga-
mer meets a specified object such as an ‘‘angel,’’ the gamer will ob-
tain 10 units of virtual money. Another possibility is when a gamer
is deemed to be honest or reputable by other gamers and the sys-
tem, which will permit the gamer to gain some amount of virtual
money. A significant portion of form two virtual money supply is
rule-based, wherein money value is determined by rules of the
in-world creators of WoW Gold in WorldofWarcraft.com or Ace-
Bucks in Facebook.com.

Labor-based virtual money means that virtual money supply is
determined by the amount of time spent in the virtual world. An
example is the monthly fee for participation time equivalent to
some amount of virtual money. Typical examples are SecondLife
monthly fees that can be paid in Linden dollars or QQ.com monthly
fees paid in QB. The other example is money awarded to a virtual
inhabitant based on the amount of time that the virtual inhabitant
stays in a virtual world.

Credit-based virtual money refers to the idea that the virtual
money supply is determined by a set of credit indicators, and that
the money supply must satisfy those indicators. For example, in
SecondLife, there is the practice of managerially pegging Linden
dollars to US dollars. In addition, the Linden dollar supply is based
on a relatively stable exchange rate against the US dollar. This im-
plies that the Linden dollar supply is based on the credit evaluation
of a Linden dollar by comparing it with a US dollar indicator. The
adoption of an extrinsic world currency as a credit indicator to ad-
just virtual money supply is not without problems. When the
extrinsic world money reserve approaches zero, the virtual world
will have no extrinsic world money to exchange back from the
intrinsic world money. When this occurs, the intrinsic world either
will reject the virtual money conversion or it will become bank-
rupt. Based on our observations, most virtual worlds have adopted
two or more virtual money bases. For example, QQ.com and
Xunlei.com have adopted the money bases of extrinsic worlds,
including rules and labor time.

4.2. Value theories

While virtual money bases are used to determine the money
supply, it is still not theoretically clear what is the worth of the
total virtual money supply in a virtual world. In this subsection,
we discuss several theories of value, and attempt to gain a bet-
ter understanding of the worth of virtual money that is
supplied.

4.2.1. Labor theory of value
According to Marx (1887), products that are created on the ba-

sis of labor have intrinsic and absolute values, due to the time in-
volved. If the design of a smilie costs four hours of labor and a
cartoon picture costs eight hours of labor, the absolute values of
the smilie and carton picture can be scaled as four and eight as vir-
tual money in terms of the labor consumed. Similarly, if killing a
big ‘‘boss’’ for a sword takes twenty minutes and killing a small
‘‘monster’’ for a knife takes ten minutes, then a sword can be allo-
cated two units of value and a knife one unit of value.

The labor theory of value provides us with a way to measure the
different absolute values for varieties of virtual products and ser-
vices. For example, ‘‘paid by ad click’’ from Bux.to can be evaluated
using an amount of value for the time spent. It also provides a
method for bartering virtual goods. For example, we can trade
two smilies for a cartoon picture based on their absolute values.
However, labor effort has different production capabilities (Marx
1887). Labor time for each individual item needs to be averaged
to qualify as an absolute criterion for value measurement. The
average labor time for a virtual good can be computed based on
the formula

Pn
1LaborTimei

� �
=N, indicating the labor time for the

ith person and the number of people N who are involved in produc-
ing the same type of virtual goods.

By applying average labor time, it is possible to establish values
for different virtual products and services through comparison.
Bartering between virtual products and services also becomes pos-
sible and prices can be introduced to label virtual products and ser-
vices too. The focus is on the labor-based value of virtual money,
where value is a function of labor time.

4.2.2. Exchangeable value
An absolute value for average labor time exists in virtual goods.

Smith (1776, 0. 28) notes that ‘‘labour . . .is the real measure of the
exchangeable value of all commodities.’’ Its computation is made
difficult in reality due to two factors though. People tend to over-
rate the value of their virtual goods in exchange because of the nat-
ure of humans. Measuring the average labor time that is included
in virtual goods and finding a way to split this absolute value into
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shares for each virtual good exchange will not be easy to
accomplish.

The exchange of virtual goods thus will not be made very con-
venient based on measuring their absolute and intrinsic values.
Smith observed that money replaced barter and was used to esti-
mate the exchangeable value of commodities (Smith 1776, pp.
29–30). This is because money such as gold and silver are also
the products of labor. The trade between commodities and money
establishes a price for the commodity, which fluctuates as the val-
uation of the products change. Thus, the value of a product is not
absolute any more but will vary as it is subsequently realized in
exchange.

The virtual world can apply prices to evaluate the relative value
between two virtual products. Value will change when price
changes. Exchangeable value can partly explain rule-based and
credit-based virtual money, where value is an evaluation function
that is applied by the virtual inhabitants.

4.2.3. Utility as virtual money value
By admitting the products of labor as part of wealth, Mill de-

fines wealth as ‘‘all useful or agreeable things which possess
exchangeable value; or, in other words, all useful or agreeable
things except those which can be obtained, in the quantity desired,
without labour or sacrifice’’ (Mill 1848a, p. 77). He thought that
wealth is an instrument of value realization as a means of the
attainment of desired things or utility. He refers to ‘‘pleasure’’ (Mill
1848a, p. 76) and ‘‘happiness’’ (Mill 1833, p. 263). Related to utility
is the ‘‘difficulty of attainment’’ (Mill 1848b, p. 12) of goods. These
factors constitute the conditions for realizing value or ‘‘value in ex-
change’’ (Mill 1848b, p. 8). Based on these two factors, Mill was
thus to explain the fluctuation of exchangeable value of goods
around their absolute values. Wealth, this way, can be viewed as
‘‘purchasing power’’ (Mill 1848b, p. 9), but the related realization
of value will fluctuate when utility and difficulty of attainment
change. This is because when people’s utility for a certain good
diminishes, the demand for that good decreases, and so their pur-
chasing power for that good increases. Likewise, when the diffi-
culty of attainment of a certain good increases, the supply of that
good will fall. Hence, the purchasing power for that good will de-
crease also. Applying utility theory, we can see that the total value
of virtual money in the form of virtual wealth will vary just as the
utility of virtual goods in a virtual world will fluctuate. This fluctu-
ation is determined by the desirability of certain virtual goods and
the difficulty of finding and obtaining them.

Utility theory (Bentham 1781; Mill 1848a,b) explains what
causes the fluctuation of exchangeable values of various virtual
goods, which will affect the total value of a virtual world. It can
also partly explain credit-based and rule-based virtual money
when virtual money value is determined by the total virtual wealth
of a virtual world.

4.3. Formation theory for a virtual currency exchange rate

Relating the existing virtual money bases to the value theories,
we find that the total value of virtual money for a virtual world
compared with other worlds is determined by two factors: an
intrinsic-world factor and an extrinsic-world factor. The extrinsic-
world factor refers to the forces of extrinsic worlds on intrinsic
worlds for benefits. The forces include using intrinsic world ser-
vices (e.g., extrinsic intentions of buying virtual education services
in SecondLife), obtaining intrinsic world virtual products (e.g.,
extrinsic intentions of buying virtual cars and clothes in the
QQ.com market) and participating in different kinds of intrinsic
world activities (e.g., extrinsic intentions of playing a game in the
World of Warcraft). The intrinsic-world factor refers to the forces
from an intrinsic world to extrinsic worlds that create benefits.

The forces include providing virtual services in extrinsic worlds
(e.g., intrinsic valuation by SecondLife residents to provide virtual
shopping services in Facebook), providing virtual products in
extrinsic worlds (e.g., QQ.com’s residents’ intrinsic valuations of
selling virtual products to Xunlei.com) and participating in the
activities of extrinsic worlds (e.g., intrinsic valuation by QQ.com
gamers to play in the World of Warcraft). These forces meet each
other and lead to the changes in the value of virtual money in
intrinsic worlds and extrinsic worlds, together with their money
supply quantities.

Changes in the value and supply of money in all worlds are
illustrated in Fig. 3, where buying from and selling to activities cause
the increase or decrease of money value and the corresponding vir-
tual money quantity supply in the virtual worlds.

Although the total virtual money supply in a virtual world,
based on extrinsic world money, rules, and labor or credit, reflects
the aggregate value of money there, the total money value is likely
to fluctuate, based on the evaluations of intrinsic worlds and
extrinsic worlds. Two fundamental concepts apply. The intrinsic va-
lue of virtual money is extended from the concept of Marx (1887)
but also includes the value determined by intrinsic rules, labor
time, and extrinsic world money. It reflects the recognition of the
total value within a world, and thus it is intrinsic. In contrast,
exchangeable value is an extension of the concepts of Smith
(1776) and Mill (1848a,b) to reflect the total value of a world in
the eye of extrinsic worlds. It is determined based on utility (Mill
1848a,b) and given credit by the extrinsic worlds. Based on these
definitions, we can infer that there is a commonly accepted value
system that is preferred by both the intrinsic worlds and the
extrinsic worlds, wherein intrinsic values and exchangeable values
are all realized.

5. A virtual money exchange market

We next describe a virtual money exchange market and prove
its existence when a common value system is used in a Pareto opti-
mized system (Pareto 1906).

5.1. Existence of a common value system

A virtual money exchange market will exist if there is a com-
mon value system for fair virtual money exchange. To prove this,
we first define a virtual money exchange market as follows by
applying Pareto points, as described in Geilen et al. (2005):

Definition 1 (Virtual money exchange market). A virtual money
exchange market is a virtual money exchange system (VMX
System) satisfying the following assumptions:
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� (Agent). There is a finite set A of computer agents on behalf of vir-
tual currency exchange requestors (Player) of intrinsic virtual
worlds and extrinsic virtual worlds.
� (Currency). There is a finite set C of virtual currencies such that

each ck 2 C is from a distinct virtual world.
� (Value). For every currency, a value is a set V with a partial order
6V. If the value is not presented, the order is just denoted as 6.
� (Preference). Every agent has the preference on the set of value

V of smaller values over larger ones. It means that agents always
wish to use smaller values to exchange for larger values for any
currency exchange for v1, v2 2 V, v1 6 v2.
� (Exchange space). There is an exchange space S for all currencies

such that S is a Cartesian product V1 � V2 � � � � � Vk � � � � � Vn of
a finite number of values.
� (Exchange) All agents have an exchange e* = (e1,e2, . . . ,ek, . . . ,en)

with each of these an element of exchange space S = V1�
V2 � � � � � Vk � � � � � Vn, and ek denoted by e*(Vk) or e*(k). Here,
sets E # S of exchanges represent different value preferences
among all agents for realizing different exchange scenarios
and how well they meet the intended objectives.

By observation, the above assumptions hold in a virtual econ-
omy of an integrated virtual world. Nevertheless, to theoretically
prove the existence of the above virtual exchange market, we need
first to prove the existence of a common value system (CVS) in
which each virtual currency can be exchanged in a fair value. To
prove the existence of a common value system, we offer some def-
initions as follows:

Definition 2 (Dominance). If e�1; e�2 2 S, then e�1 6 e�2 if and only if
for every value Vk of S; e�1ðVkÞ 6 e�2ðVkÞ. If e�1 6 e�2, the former is said
to dominate the latter. The irreflexive variant of 6 is <.

Dominance of one exchange over another is a partial order that
expresses the fact that the exchange is at least as good, because it is
at least as good in each of the individual aspects.

Definition 3 (Pareto minimal). A set E of exchanges is said to be
Pareto minimal if and only if for any e�1; e�2 2 E; e�1 NOTð<Þ e�2.

Pareto minimality states that a set of exchanges does not contain
any strictly dominated exchanges. Exchanges in a set that are not
strictly dominated by any other exchange are called Pareto points.

Definition 4 (Set dominance). A set E1 of exchanges from exchange
space S dominates a set E2 of exchanges of S, denoted as E1 6 E2, iff
for every e�2 2 E2, there are some e�1 2 E1 such that e�1 6 e�2.

Definition 5 (Pareto equivalence). Two exchange sets E1 and E2

from exchange space S are Pareto equivalent, denoted as E1 � E2,
if they dominate each other such that E1 6 E2 and E2 6 E1.

Pareto equivalence tells that neither of the two sets contains an
exchange that cannot be matched or can be improved upon by the
other.

Proposition 1. If E1 and E2 are two Pareto minimal sets of exchanges
and E1 � E2, then E1 = E2. The proof can be found in Geilen et al.
(2005).

Theorem 1 (Existence of a unique Pareto minimal set). If E is a set of
exchanges and (E,6) is well-ordered, then there is a unique Pareto
minimal set U such that U � E. The proof can be found in Geilen
et al. (2005).

This theorem shows that every well-ordered set of exchanges
has a unique minimal equivalent set. This minimal equivalent set
is often called as Pareto frontier or Pareto set.

Definition 6 (Virtual currency exchange of intrinsic worlds). A
virtual currency exchange e�IV ¼ ðiv1; iv2; . . . ; ivk; . . . ; ivnÞ of intrin-
sic worlds is an element of the exchange space V1 � V2 � � � � � Vn

with (eIV)k also written as ivk denoted by e*IV(Vk) and e*IV(k), where
the total intrinsic value is IV ¼

Pn
1iv for all n virtual worlds.

In this definition, ivk is the intrinsic value that the virtual world
k thinks that ivk is the ideal value in exchange for certain values in
all of the extrinsic worlds. This is a value assessment from the in-
side of virtual world k on the value of virtual world k against the
values of all non-k virtual worlds.

Definition 7 (Virtual currency exchange of extrinsic worlds). A
virtual currency exchange e�EV ¼ ðev1; ev2; . . . ; evk; . . . ; evnÞ of
extrinsic worlds is an element of the exchange space
V1 � V2 � � � � � Vn with (eEV)k also written as evk denoted by
e�EV ðVkÞ or e�EV ðkÞ, where the total exchangeable value is
EV ¼

Pn
1ev for all n virtual worlds.

In this definition, evk is the exchangeable value for all virtual
worlds except for k. It is a value assessment from outside of virtual
world k by all non-k virtual worlds on the value of virtual world k
against the values of all non-k virtual worlds.

Theorem 2 (Existence of a common value system). If two sets EIV and
EEV of virtual currency exchanges from intrinsic worlds and extrinsic
worlds are unique Pareto minimal sets and EIV � EEV, then a unique
common value system CVS exists between EIV and EEV as a unique
Pareto minimal set or a Pareto exchange set or a Pareto exchange
point, where the total intrinsic value IV and total exchangeable value
EV both are equal to total common value CV, such that it IV = EV = CV.

The proof is straightforward. Since EIV and EEV are two unique
Pareto minimal sets and EIV � EEV, then EIV = EEV (Proposition 1).
Assuming that EIV ¼ e�IV ¼ ðiv1; iv2; . . . ; ivnÞ and EEV ¼ e�EV ¼
ðev1; ev2; . . . ; evnÞ following Definitions 6 and 7, then iv1 = ev1,
iv2 = ev2, . . . , ivn = evn. Now let the common value system
CVS ¼ e�CV ¼ ðcv1; cv2; . . . ; cvnÞ ¼ EIV ¼ EEV . Then we have iv1 = ev1 =
cv1, iv2 = ev2 = cv2, . . ., ivn = evn = cvn. Given CV ¼

Pn
1cv ; IV ¼

Pn
1iv

and EV ¼
Pn

1ev , then CV = IV = EV. Thus, there exists a common
value system CVS referring to both the total intrinsic value and
the total exchangeable value.

Theorem 2 essentially claims that a virtual currency exchange
system can be best designed and implemented on a Pareto ex-
change point common value system CVS that is fair to both sets
of agents in the intrinsic worlds and the extrinsic worlds. This
way, any intrinsic value or exchangeable value cannot be improved
upon without making some other exchangeable value or intrinsic
value worse. A fair common value system implies that the total
intrinsic value IV must equal the total exchangeable value EV at a
Pareto exchange point common value system CVS. When the com-
mon value system CVS is implemented in an integrated computer
system for mediating different virtual currencies, a virtual money
exchange system is created, and will appear as a virtual money ex-
change market. This shows that a virtual money exchange market
should be able to exist.

5.2. Redistribution strategy

Theorem 2 suggests that only one Pareto exchange point com-
mon value system exists at some point in time such that the total
intrinsic value equals the total exchangeable value. To build a dy-
namic virtual currency exchange system, we assume that time is
continuous. According to Theorem 2, we can always find only
one Pareto exchange point common value system CVS at any time
where all virtual currency exchanges are fair to all agents repre-
senting the players in of the worlds. The particular design and
implementation of a common value system CVS from one time to
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the next time is called a redistribution strategy, which dynamically
revalues virtual currency values for all virtual currency exchanges.
We define the virtual currency quantity reflecting the intrinsic
value as the money supply of self-valued worlds, and define the
virtual currency quantity reflecting the exchangeable value as the
money demand of non-self-valued worlds. Based on these
definitions, the process of continuously computing a set of virtual
currency exchange rates along a continuous time line makes it
possible to reassess the value for all virtual currencies on a set of
Pareto exchange points. The redistribution strategy can be stated
more rigorously as follows:

Definition 8 (Redistribution strategy). For any dynamic Pareto
exchange point, the sum of the money supply of an arbitrary
virtual currency in a set of virtual currencies, considered as the
intrinsic value of that currency, always is equal to the sum of the
money demand on that virtual currency from a set of other
currencies, considered as the exchangeable value of that currency.
Inequality between the supply and demand in terms of quantity
can always be adjusted by a set of floating exchange rates, which
guarantees a return to the Pareto exchange point.

After we obtain a set of virtual currency exchange rates, the
inequality will arise again until the next Pareto exchange point.
The theoretical interpretation of the Pareto exchange point is the
total common value presented by both sets of intrinsic worlds
and extrinsic worlds. This interpretation is also the theoretical
foundation for the formation of virtual currency exchange rates.

6. Virtual money exchange approach

In this section, we describe a virtual money exchange (VMX) ap-
proach to implement the redistribution strategy. We first present
an overview of how virtual currencies are exchanged in a VMX sys-
tem, then the details of how to generate the exchange rate, as
determined by the VERA algorithm. Finally, we discuss an exten-
sion of the VERA algorithm.

6.1. VMX system overview

VMX is an approach to virtual currency exchange between vir-
tual worlds. It requires the acquisition of the demand and supply of
virtual currencies. This contribution assumes that the needed de-
mand and supply information is available as the inputs of virtual
inhabitants. In depth discussion of this information is beyond the
scope of this article, and is discussed elsewhere (Guo 2006, 2008).

At a high conceptual level, the VMX approach can be presented
in a VMX cross-world process model, as shown in Fig. 4, where a
virtual currency exchange request (buying and selling) is issued
from A to the VMX system through A’s agent. The VMX server then
calculates the virtual currency exchange rate, offers it at a Pareto
exchange point, and sends this offer back to A through A’s agent.
If A accepts this offer, A sends its acceptance to the VMX server
and VMX will conclude the deal.

In this process model, the cross-world virtual money exchange
process is executed by three roles: the player, the agent and the
VMX server. A player in a virtual world issues exchange requests
and executes exchange orders. An agent is the representative of a
player in the VMX system. It is responsible for delivering the mes-
sages of exchange between the player and the VMX server. The
VMX server is the engine for processing the exchange requests and
responses. It also calculates virtual currency exchange rates and of-
fers. Both the VMX server and the agent are part of the VMX system,
since it represents a virtual money exchange market, while a player
is a virtual inhabitant, similar to many others in virtual worlds.

The process model represents the idea of a direct virtual cur-
rency exchange. It implements the redistribution strategy that
we discussed earlier with the spirit of ‘‘what you received is what
others offered.’’ The VMX server and its agent only act as mediators
to generate exchange rates based on the real-time collected ex-
change requests from players in various virtual worlds.

6.2. VMX exchange rate algorithm

In designing the VMX system, the core part is the VMX exchange
rate algorithm (VERA), which dynamically computes virtual cur-
rency exchange rates between virtual currencies. This article only
focuses on this core part and will not consider other components,
such as agent design issues for linking to a variety of virtual worlds.

6.2.1. The central idea of VERA
VERA serves the virtual currency exchange on behalf of play-

ers, who make request, and whose virtual currency has been
deposited in an appropriate account. VERA is designed based
on the money demand and money supply of all virtual curren-
cies from the players. Applying the redistribution strategy that
we discussed earlier, VERA computes the expected virtual cur-
rency exchange rates at the Pareto exchange points for money
supply and money demand for each virtual currency. To obtain
the desired computational results, VERA makes a number of
assumptions.

Fig. 4. VMX cross-world process model.
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Assumption 1. The total money supply of a virtual currency
relative to exchange with other virtual currencies is always equal
to the total demand of that virtual currency relative to its demand
for exchange of all other virtual currencies. We will prove this
assumption in Appendix A.

Assumption 2. Information about money demand and supply for
all virtual currencies is always available in practice, where money
demand is represented by Buy-Lead and money supply is repre-
sented by Sell-Lead. This assumption always holds when the
VMX system is accessible to all players.

Based on these two assumptions, for the inverse of the ex-
change rate between two currencies, and requirement that the
supply and demand for the currencies should match at a Pareto
exchange point, we have demand of currency = supply of the cur-
rency � exchange rate between the currencies, with:

� The Sell-Lead formula : demand ¼ supply� exchange rate ð1Þ
� The Buy-Lead formula : supply ¼ demand=exchange rate ð2Þ

These formulas are the foundation of the VERA design, from which
all transaction requests and offers are generated.

6.2.2. Assumptions and notation
Let C be the set of virtual currencies that are eligible for exchange.

C = {c1,c2, . . . ,cn}. Based on Eq. (1), the agents of the intrinsic world
players (the sellers) provide an arbitrary currency cx in order to ex-
change for another currency cy, which forms the supply of cx to cy

and is denoted by sxy and denominated in the units of currency cx. As
depicted in Eq. (1), the unknown is the demand, denoted by udxy and
denominated in the units of currency cy. Based on Eq. (2), agents of
the extrinsic world players (the buyers) desire to obtain currency cx

with currency cy, which is the demand of cx, denoted by dxy and denom-
inated in the units of currency cx. As described in Eq. (2), the unknown
is the supply, which is denoted by usxy and denominated in the units of
currency cy. Following Assumptions 1 and 2, the total amount of supply
of currency cx is given by

Pcn
y¼c1

sxy. Likewise, the total amount of de-
mand for currency cx is given by

Pcn
y¼c1

dxy. Let exy be the exchange rate
of currency cx to cy. Assume there are n currencies, and their exchange
rates are denoted by the set Exy such that Exy = {e11,e12, . . . ,e1n, . . .,enn}.
The cardinality or number of elements of Exy is jExyj = n2. Based on this
notation, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be rewritten as:

udyx ¼ sxy � exy ðSell-LeadÞ ð3Þ
usyx ¼ dxy � exy ðBuy-LeadÞ ð4Þ
Let IVcx and EVcx be the intrinsic value and exchangeable value of cx.
As defined before, IVcx is the total supply of cx such IVcx ¼

Pcn
y¼c1

sxy in

Sell-Lead of IVcx ¼
Pcn

y¼c1
usxy in Buy-Lead. EVcx denotes the total de-

mand of cx such that EVcx ¼
Pcn

y¼c1
udxy in Sell-Lead or

EVcx ¼
Pcn

y¼c1
dxy in Buy-Lead. Based on the redistribution strategy,

the demand of any virtual currency should be fulfilled by the supply
of that currency such that all currencies on hand are sold at Pareto
exchange point at any fair prices, and thus, supply equals demand,
stated as follows:

Definition 9. (Supply s = Demand d) "cx 2 C, s = d, such that:

Xcn

y¼c1

sxy ¼
Xcn

y¼c1

dxy ð5Þ

whereXcn

y¼c1

sxy ¼
Xcn

y¼c1

udxy ðSell-LeadÞ ð6Þ

Xcn

y¼c1

usxy ¼
Xcn

y¼c1

dxy ðBuy-LeadÞ ð7Þ

Note that Eqs. (5)–(7) above denote equality only in terms of the
common value of virtual currencies between supply and demand.
The common value can be represented in different currency units.
Thus, unit conversion is necessary. We will discuss this shortly.

6.2.3. Conditions: when t = 0
Assume that when t = 0 there is no request made through the

system for the exchange between any virtual currency cx and cy

such that cx 2 C and cy 2 C. Therefore, the amount of supply and
demand of each cx 2 C will equal zero. Thus IVcx ¼ EVcx ¼ 0,
which means that each virtual world is isolated and its supplied
virtual currency has no exchangeable value. Consequently, no ex-
change rate exists among different virtual currencies, and we
have a null value. The equations below express this idea, and
represent the conditions for the Sell-Lead and the Buy-Lead.
Thus, we have a pre-condition when t = 0 that "x 2 C ^ "y 2 C,
which leads to:

udxy ¼ 0 and sxy ¼ 0 ð8Þ
dxy ¼ 0 and usxy ¼ 0 ð9Þ

There is a also a post-condition whent = 0, which leads to:

exy ¼ NULL ð10Þ

In the VERA algorithm’s design, the state t = 0 is the initial state of
the VMX system. When the above condition is satisfied, the VMX
system will be initialized.

6.2.4. Conditions when t = 1,2, . . ., k, . . .,m
Assume when t = 1 and t1 � t0 = f milliseconds, there are re-

quests made through VMX system regarding the exchange of any
currency cx and cy with cx 2 C and cy 2 C. Therefore, there exist
some sxy and dxy such that both of them are greater than zero.
The requests are made through either Buy-Lead or Sell-Lead. All re-
quests issued between t = k � 1 and t = k are grouped based on
their types of business and currency. For any point in time
t ¼ kðk 2 NÞ, we can define a cutoff point of the system such that
all exchange requests made between t = k � 1 and t = k are cleared
after the exchange rate computation occurs.

Based on the redistribution strategy in Definition 8 and Theo-
rem 2, IVcx ¼ EVcx for all cx 2 C, such that each virtual currency
has an exchangeable value equaled to its intrinsic value in Eqs.
(6) and (7). This leads to having exchange rates among different
virtual currencies exy P 0. Formally, the pre-condition of the VERA
algorithm is the same as in Eqs. (8) and (9), while the post-condi-
tion is given by:

exy P 0 ð11Þ

To satisfy the above pre-condition, sxy and dxy can be retrieved from
the requests made by various players who issue exchange requests
in form of Buy-Lead or Sell-Lead.

6.2.5. Exchange rate computation
Next we compute the exchange rate. As we stated before, the

cardinality of Exy = n2. Here n denotes the number of virtual curren-
cies that participate in the exchange. Based on Eqs. (1), (2) and (5),
we can compute exy. Nevertheless, we also face two problems:
computation of the sum of demand

Pcn
y¼c1

dxy and supply
Pcn

y¼c1

usxy involves different virtual currencies, where amounts cannot
simply be summed due to the different units; and at least n2 equa-
tions must be available and solved to compute all the exy.

To solve the two problems, an intermediate currency called
CONEY is introduced in computation. Theoretically, CONEY holds
the total common value of total intrinsic value and total exchange-
able value such that the total intrinsic value IV = the total
exchangeable value EV = the total value of CONEY at the Pareto
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exchange point (Theorem 2). The main idea for how we solve this
problem is that we convert all the different currencies into a single
currency CONEY and also reduce the number of equations that are
required. CONEY is meaningful only during the virtual currency
exchange rate computation at the Pareto exchange point.

Let be the exchange rate of currency cx to CONEY co and eyo be
the exchange rate of currency to CONEY co. Then, the exchange rate
of currency x to currency y is:

exy ¼ exo=eyo ð12Þ

Therefore, the variables (exchange rates) become E0xo ¼ fe1o; e2o; . . . ;

enog, where its cardinality is jE0xoj. To find out all exchange rates, we
have to build n equations, which will be deduced later.

Let zp be the amount of CONEY supply converted from the sup-
ply of virtual currency cx, which is normally found in Sell-Lead
business and let zq be amount of CONEY demand converted from
the demand on virtual currency cx. Then, we have:

zp ¼ sxy � exo ðSell� LeadÞ ð13Þ

or

zq ¼ dxy � exo ðBuy� LeadÞ ð14Þ

Let zp0 be the amount of CONEY demand converted from the un-
known demand of virtual currency cx found in Sell-Lead and let zq0

be the amount of CONEY supply converted from the unknown sup-
ply of virtual currency cx as found in Buy-Lead, we have:

zp0 ¼ udxy � exo ðSell� LeadÞ ð15Þ

or

zq0 ¼ usxy � exo ðBuy� LeadÞ ð16Þ

As we mentioned before, zp and zp0 can regarded as the intrinsic and
exchangeable value of currency cx, in Sell-Lead business. Thus, by
Eqs. (6), (13) and (15), we have:

zp ¼ zp0 ð17Þ

or

sxy � exo ¼ udxy � exo ð18Þ

where all supply and demand of any virtual currency cx are con-
verted into CONEY. Similarly, for Buy-Lead business and by Eqs.
(7), (14) and (16), we have:

zq ¼ zq0 ð19Þ

or

dxy � exo ¼ usxy � exo ð20Þ

To generalize, we assume that there exists a series of dynamic Par-
eto exchange points at t = 1,2, . . .,k, . . .,m. At any time t = k, Eqs.
(17)–(20) will hold. At t = 0, there exists a cutoff point, at which
all the demand and supply are initialized to zero such that all ele-
ments inside E0xo equals NULL. Thus, at any Pareto exchange points,
there will be n exchange rates denoted by the set E0xo. Each element
in the set is a variable. Hence, n equations are required to obtain the
solution.

Next, we have to set up n equations to find out the value of ele-
ments exy inside E0xo. At all Pareto exchange points t = k for k 2
{1, . . .,m}, the two equations below can be deduced based on Eqs.
(3), (18), and Eqs. (4) and (20).

epo �
Xcn

x¼c1

spx ¼
Xcn

x¼c1

exo � sxp ðSell-LeadÞ ð21Þ

Xcn

x¼c1

exo � dxp ¼ epo �
Xcn

x¼c1

dpx ðBuy-LeadÞ ð22Þ

In these equations, p denotes an arbitrary currency cx with p 2 C.
The additional Sell-Lead expression above denotes the total sup-
plied amount from a currency presented in CONEY (at converter’s
side). This equals the total supplied amounts from other currencies
to the currency presented in CONEY (on convertee’s side). It can be
applied to the Sell-Lead exchange request group, while the addi-
tional Buy-Lead expression is for Buy-Lead exchange group. As a re-
sult, we are able to build a set of linear equations, as shown in the
next two equations, in order to determine the value of the variables
E0xo ¼ fec1 ; . . . ; ecnog:

ec1o �
Pcn

x¼c1

sc1x ¼
Pcn

x¼c1

exo � sxc1

ec2o �
Pcn

x¼c1

sc2x ¼
Pcn

x¼c1

exo � sxc2

ecno �
Pcn

x¼c1

scnx ¼
Pcn

x¼c1

exo � sxcn

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ðSell-LeadÞ ð23Þ

Pcn

x¼c1

exo � dxc1 ¼ ec1o �
Pcn

x¼c1

dc1x

Pcn

x¼c1

exo � dxc2 ¼ ec2o �
Pcn

x¼c1

dc2x

Pcn

x¼c1

exo � dxcn ¼ ec1o �
Pcn

x¼c1

dc1x

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ðBuy-LeadÞ ð24Þ

By solving the n equations suggested in the last two equations
above, we can obtain the exchange rates exy = exo/eyo. Let RET =
{r1,r2, . . .,rm} be the set of estimated returns gathered from the
VMX systems. rz2 RET is the offer of the corresponding exchange
request at each Pareto exchange point t = k. The total number of
exchange requests is m. By following Eqs. (1) and (2), all of the
estimated returns rz 2 RET can be computed and a virtual currency
selling and buying offer can be sent back to the players.

6.3. User adjustment on VERA-generated virtual exchange rate

The virtual currency exchange rates generated by matching the
supply and demand of virtual currencies through VERA algorithm
may fluctuate and this is undesirable for virtual money exchange
players. This is because the supply and demand of virtual curren-
cies in each virtual world may also fluctuate due to the different
intrinsic world policies and the different utilities of the extrinsic
worlds for valuing the currencies. This may prevent individual
players from participating in the VMX system since their individual
valuation for currency values may be different from the aggregate
currency valuation at the Pareto exchange point. To solve this
problem, this subsection proposes a user-adjustment mechanism
to extend the VERA algorithm with two methods, requests and
history.

6.3.1. Request-based method
The first method is to allow players to set a user-adjusted and

request-based virtual exchange rate on each exchange request dur-
ing buying or selling, with the following conditions: (1) The player
has the right to select a minimum acceptable rate MAR for each
exchange request. (2) For any VERA-generated virtual exchange
rate VExR for the virtual world, if VExR < MAR, then the VExR will
be automatically removed from the exchange request list and the
unsatisfied request will be pooled into the next round of the VERA
computation until MAR is reached.

6.3.2. History-based method
The second method is to allow the player to set user-adjusted

and history-based virtual exchange rate on all future exchange
requests, subject to the following: (1) The player has the right to
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select a pattern of history rates as aminimum acceptable rate (MAR)
for all exchange requests. (2) For any VERA-generated virtual ex-
change rates VExR for the virtual world, if VExR < MAR, then VExR
will be removed automatically from the exchange request list.
Then the unsatisfied request will be pooled into the next round
of the VERA computation until MAR is reached.

These are nearly the same except for the MAR that is generated.
In the request-based method, MAR is directly given by the player.
In the history-based method, MARis automatically computed by
using the player’s preferred pattern. For example, if a player adopts
a moving average of historical virtual exchange rates, the VMX sys-
tem will then present the MAR to the player by computing a mov-
ing average rate.

The theory behind the two methods is that when system finds
that an exchange rate is not desirable at a Pareto exchange point,
it will then abandon this Pareto exchange point and force the
VMX system to find another Pareto exchange point. The result is
that a desirable Pareto exchange point may not be found in the
shortest time when trying to satisfy the MAR of many players. This
will lead to a situation in which the VMX system is in running but
no one is willing to sell or buy until new players join in to enable
the existence of a Pareto exchange point that is under the current
market valuation.

The user-adjustment of MAR can effectively satisfy the individual
needs of players in virtual money exchanges. It provides a real-time
approach to automating the virtual currency exchange calculation

Fig. 5. System components of VMX simulator.

Fig. 6. Auto request generator.
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by explicitly telling the players whether their transactions can be
fulfilled immediately or if they will be put on a waiting list.

7. VMX Simulator implementation

To provide an experimental mechanism to examine the correct-
ness of the proposed VMX approach, we built VMX simulator. The
simulator is based on the VERA algorithm to simulate a variety of
virtual currency exchange requests, originating from different
players in different virtual worlds. Exchange offers are provided
by the VMX system after some point in time. The objective of the
tool is to simulate a quantity of requests between randomly trig-
gered virtual currencies at random times, for a random amount
of each virtual currency by a random player. Configurable param-
eters are manually definable in the simulation.

7.1. Components of VMX simulator

The VMX simulator shown in Fig. 5 is implemented to simu-
late the generation of virtual currency exchange rates. It consists
of the components of auto-request generator, a virtual money
exchange rate calculator and a trend analyzer. We built an auto-
request generator, shown in Fig. 6, to randomly generate a certain
amount for each exchange request at a random time at a defined
acceptable minimum rate. Requests are generated in two ways:
the first is to generate a defined number of requests within a defined
period of time. The second is to generate requests at a random point
in time over some maximum duration of time. Each exchange
request can be set with a maximum amount to control the simula-
tion. In addition, two modes of acceptable minimum rate can be
set. One is to accept the virtual exchange rate based on each virtual
currency’s historical moving average rate. The other is to set a
player-defined acceptable minimum rate.

An auto exchange rate calculator, shown in Fig. 7, calculates ex-
change rates in a defined timeslot. When the rates are calculated,

they are stored in a database. Also, to ensure the calculated ex-
change rates conform to the VERA strategy that total supply should
equal total demand, a simple verification is done to check whether
this is true. A summary of transaction results is provided for
reference.

A virtual currency exchange rate trend analyzer, shown in Fig. 8,
provides an intuitive image of the changes in virtual currency ex-
change rates. The rates are plotted on a graph at each cutoff point.
Each currency’s exchange rate trend can be seen by tracking its
connected lines.

7.2. VMX exchange engine

In the simulator, the VMX exchange engine is most important.
It implements the exchange request generator and exchange rate
calculator to automatically create simulation results. It imple-
ments the VERA algorithm with two functions: process_request
and remove_null_supply. The former processes the randomly-
generated exchange requests and computes the virtual exchange
rates based on the redistribution strategy. The latter considers
the players’ virtual exchange rate adjustments to remove unsatis-
factory requests. To provide a general picture of the VMX ex-
change engine, the pseudo code for its implementation is
shown in Fig. 9.

In this implementation, the virtual currency exchange rate is
computed from Eqs. (23) and (24), where all of the exo are variables
that have to be solved in a linear system. One feasible way of solv-
ing a linear system is to convert the equations into the form of an
augmented matrix and then to apply row reduction. The linear
equations are homogeneous, so all of the constant terms are zero.
There is always at least one zero (trivial) solution available.
However, it is not what we want, as it is meaningless for all of
the exchange rates to be zero. To ease computation, the matrix is
transformed into reduced row echelon form (RREF). By definition
though, there are infinitely many solutions if a row of zeros exists,

Fig. 7. Auto exchange rate calculator.
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since a free variable exists. This does not imply that there is more
than one solution set in VERA though. The earlier results that we
obtained are for an exchange rate between an arbitrary virtual cur-
rency and an intermediate virtual currency, CONEY. The actual rate
we are looking for relative exchange rate between two virtual cur-
rencies, cx and cy, which can be obtained via exy = exo/eyo. Thus, the
value of exo never has to be computed.

Fig. 10 shows an example of a matrix in RREF form, and bn with
n 2 {1,2,3,4,5} indicates a constant value.

Assume the variables of the linear system {e1o,e2o, e3o,e4o, e5o}.
We can obtain four relative exchange rates from the above matrix,
which are given by e14 = e1o/e4o = �b1, e24 = e2o/e4o = �b2, etc. Other
unknown variables can be obtained by the inversion and transfor-
mation properties of the exchange rate, as stated below in two
properties:

� Exchange Rate Property 1 (Inversion): exy = 1/eyx

� Exchange Rate Property 2 (Transformation): exy = exk/eyk

Fig. 8. Trend analyzer.

Fig. 9. Pseudo code implementing VERA algorithm.
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After applying Property 1 and 2 in our calculation, all of the ex-
change rates can be obtained. Fig. 11 shows the steps for making
these calculations of the exchange rates. Once the exchange rates
have been computed, the exchange offer can be calculated and
the corresponding transaction entry can be updated.

The VMX simulator implemented in this section is useful to
simulate the process of virtual currency exchange rate generation,
and offers a useful way of evaluating the strategies used in the
VMX approach.

8. Experiments with the VMX simulator

We next evaluate the VMX approach by conducting simulation
experiments with its algorithm. In the experiments, we will set up
a series of test cases with specific durations of time to examine
how the VERA algorithm performs under a number of different
scenarios.

8.1. Experimental setting and assumptions

Besides the examination of the correctness of the VERA algo-
rithm, one of the most important objectives of the experiments is
to check how the players’ minimum acceptable exchange rates

influence the usable virtual currency exchange rates that are
adopted for virtual currency exchange.

To accommodate the simulation for experiments, the virtual
currency exchange requests are randomly and independently gen-
erated with a series of parameters that are set by the VMX simula-
tor players (actually a module representing their actions). It is also
assumed that there is no prior knowledge of the exchange request
patterns within the system. The amount of supply and demand re-
lated to the currency involved in each exchange request is random
and bounded by some predefined upper limit.

8.2. Experimental scenarios

The experiment consists of sixteen scenarios. Each scenario
takes approximately five minutes of running time within the sim-
ulator. Table 1 shows the value of each parameter set for the sce-
narios. These parameters are: total number of virtual currencies
(Virtual Currency Number), maximum amount per exchange re-
quest (Maximum Amount), minimum accepted rate set by exchange
Player (Minimum Accept Rate), maximum time duration in millisec-
onds representing the timeslot between two exchange requests
that are generated (Timeslot between Requests), and a timeslot in
milliseconds to calculate a new exchange rate after the last calcu-
lation has been completed (Timeslot for Calculation).

8.3. Experimental results

Table 2 shows the results of the experiment based on the
parameters described in Table 2. Its key inputs include the total
number of requests (Total Requests), the average number of
requests generated per timeslot (Average Number of Requests), the
total number of timeslots per experiment (Number of Timeslots),

Fig. 10. A matrix in RREF.
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Fig. 11. Steps for calculating virtual currency exchange rates.

Table 1
Parameter values of each scenario.

Experiment
scenario
number

Virtual
currency
number

Maximum
amount per
exchange
request

Minimum accepted
rate set by
exchange player

Maximum duration of
timeslot between two
exchange requests (ms)

Timeslot to calculate a new
exchange rate after last
calculation (ms)

Number of
timeslots in each
experiment

Duration of
experiment
(s)

1 4 100 0 100 5000 65 325
2 4 100 0 1000 5000 65 325
3 4 100 0 1000 10,000 32 320
4 4 10,000 0 100 5000 65 325
5 4 1,000,000 0 100 5000 64 320
6 4 100 Avg 100 5000 71 355
7 4 100 Avg 100 10,000 33 330
8 4 100 Avg 100 30,000 14 520
9 4 100 0.5 100 5000 66 330

10 4 100 0.1 100 5000 74 370
11 8 1000 0 100 5000 64 320
12 8 1000 0 100 10,000 32 320
13 4 10 Avg 10 5000 79 395
14 4 100 Avg 100 5000 36 180
15 4 100 Avg 100 5000 62 310
16 4 100 Avg 100 5000 28 140
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and the total number of seconds for the experiment’s duration
(Number of Seconds). The output (Results) includes the accept and
reject rates of the exchange requests within a timeslot in which
the exchange rate calculation is made.

The experiment results show that Cases 6, 7, 8, 13, 14 and 16 are
not satisfactory. The accept rates of these scenarios are less than
10%. The results are better for Cases 1, 4, 5, 10 and 12 with an ac-
cept rate of over 95%. Cases 2, 3, 9, 11 and 15 have accept rates that
are between 10% and 95%. Among these experimental cases, the ac-
cept rate has an inverse proportionate relationship with the mini-
mum accepted rates that players have set. When the minimum
acceptable rate is set from zero to the moving average of the his-
torical rates, the accept rate changes; it goes from a higher accept
rate to a lower accept rate. See Table 3.

Another observation is that an increase in the maximum al-
lowed amount of each exchange request does not affect the re-
sults too much, as shown in Experiments 1, 4, 5, 11 and 12.
Additionally, an increase in the number of virtual currencies af-
fects the accept rate that is generated, provided that all of the
other variables are unchanged. In additional experiments that
we conducted that are not included in the above scenarios, we
observed a 20% drop in the accept rate when the number of vir-
tual currencies to be exchanged is doubled. The losses can be
recovered when the timeslot of the exchange rate calculation is
made longer.

8.4. Explanation of the experimental results

The inverse proportionate relationship between the minimum
acceptable rate set by the simulator’s components for the players
and the accept rate for the exchange transactions that the simula-
tor makes indicates that the generated virtual exchange rates
directly relate to the players’ requirements. The simulator requires
more time to effectively match their required virtual currency ex-
change rates. This affects the players’ waiting times for exchange
transactions to be completed within the simulation.

Second, when the simulator uses the historical moving average
exchange rate of a virtual currency as the minimum rate, the per-

centage of accept rates is drastically lower. This can be explained
by using the trend analyzer. It reveals that the simulator cannot
find a predictable pattern for each virtual currency exchange rate.
See Fig. 8. A possible explanation is that, in the simulator, there is
no expectation that players achieve any particular level of wealth
in the different virtual worlds. Thus the exchange requests are ran-
domly generated without any patterns, as opposed to being gener-
ated on the basis of some observed patterns that have their own
underlying logic related to the inhabitants’ desire to maximize
their wealth. This again leads us to conclude that the history-based
minimum accept rates may be too strict when the historical
exchange rates does not demonstrate a logical pattern. The impli-
cation here is that this rate might be more appropriately adopted
only if the players’ transaction-making patterns can be predicted
on the basis of observed supply and demand, or some other
observable and meaningful indicators.

Another possibility is that when players make some evaluations
about their business performance in different virtual worlds, their
virtual currency exchange requests will show certain types of dis-
cernible patterns. This is likely to increase the percentage of accept
rates and make the history-based minimum exchange rate more
useful in the simulation.

9. Discussion

The lack of virtual money exchange technology to protect vir-
tual wealth in the operation of virtual worlds on the Internet moti-
vated us to develop a virtual money exchange system and to design
a novel virtual money exchange rate algorithm. After scrutinizing
various approaches and considering the critical comments of col-
leagues and reviewers, we identified several theories that become
candidates for providing a basis for the design of the VERA algo-
rithm. The first is Pareto optimization theory (Pareto 1906), which
we adopted in our research. The second is the Arrow-Debreu
(1954) model for the existence of a general equilibrium. The third
is double auction theory (Smith 1962, Gode and Sunder 1993, Cliff
and Bruten 1997).

Table 2
Experiment results.

Experiment
number

Number of timeslots per
experiment

Duration of
experiment (s)

Total number of
requests

Average number of requests
per timeslot

Results

Accept rate
(%)

Reject rate
(%)

Range of
rate

1 65 325 2623 40.35 100 0 [0,40.07]
2 65 325 315 4.85 42 58 [0,20.5]
3 32 320 300 9.38 81 19 [0,1219.56]
4 65 325 2610 40.15 100 0 [0,27.02]
5 64 320 1664 26.00 99 1 [0,56.17]
6 71 355 2765 38.94 6 94 [0,2.82]
7 33 330 2439 73.91 4 96 [0,3.77]
8 14 520 2575 183.93 7 93 [0,3.6]
9 66 330 1614 24.45 32 72 [0,3.13]

10 74 370 1858 25.11 97 3 [0,18.39]
11 64 320 1494 23.34 80 20 [0,253.65]
12 32 320 1466 45.81 96 4 [0,63.18]
13 79 395 4831 61.15 7 93 [0,3]
14 36 180 930 25.83 0 100 [0,1.4]
15 62 310 1650 26.61 58 42 [0,10]
16 28 140 752 26.86 0 100 [0,0]

Table 3
Relationship between minimum accept rate and percentage of accept rates.

Experiment number 1 2 3 4 5 11 12 10 9 6 7 8 13 14 15 16
Minimum rate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.5 Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg.
Accept rate (%) 100 42 81 100 99 80 96 97 32 6 4 7 7 0 58 0
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Double auction theory was established on the basis of non-
Walrasian equilibrium, in which a series of designated prices
are used as inputs to determine decisions on commodity trades
according to individual preferences or willingness. This is similar
to a game in which someone may lose out when Pareto optimal-
ity has not been achieved. Another observation is related to the
simulation approach that we have used. In our simulation, the
virtual currency exchange rates, which are the prices established
between any two currencies in the sense of a double auction, are
the outputs of that are produced from the virtual currency ex-
change function. In our simulator, the VERA algorithm tries to
produce an exchange rate price as an output based on the related
input quantities of the currencies. This causal relationship be-
tween price and quantity suggests that the VERA algorithm can-
not be implemented on the basis of double auction mechanism
design theory.

The Arrow-Debreu model relies on Pareto optimality theory to
prove the existence of a general equilibrium. It is similar to what
we have adopted, but not identical. Why? Because for a feasible
allocation

PM
i¼1xi ¼

PM
i¼1xi þ

PJ
j¼1yj of the Arrow-Debreu model.

In this expression, xi is the consumption of ith consumer of
consumption set M, xi is the ith endowment of consumption set
M, and yj is the production by the jth producer of production set
J. We further note in our virtual currency exchange context that
no production occurs, that the input X would be the quantity of
virtual currency demanded which cannot be negative, and, that
the endowment x would be the supply quantity of virtual
currency.

Thus, our VMX modeling approach seems like it might be sim-
ilar to the simple trading economy represented by the Arrow-
Debreu model. Further investigation suggested to us that there
are some problems with this analogy though. For example, we
might ask: What determines the quantity of virtual currency de-
mand? What does an endowment consist of in this context? And
how will it be determined? Our evaluation suggests a number of
conclusions. First, the word ‘‘endowment’’ is not an appropriate
term to describe the supply of virtual currency quantity, because
there are no gifts or free resources in virtual worlds that use vir-
tual currencies. Second, the virtual currency supply quantity will
be determined by the labor time of virtual inhabitants in the dif-
ferent virtual worlds. This quantity could be arbitrarily large or
small, but its intrinsic value will be fixed at some point in time.
(3) The virtual currency demand quantity of extrinsic worlds
can be also represented by a larger or smaller number as the sup-
ply quantity, but its exchangeable value will be determined based
on trust and utility relative to the virtual currencies that are
being exchanged. This value will also need to be fixed at some
point in time.

From the discussion above, we can see that the proposed VMX
model seeks to establish equivalence between the intrinsic value
of the virtual currencies in intrinsic worlds and the exchangeable
value of the currencies across extrinsic worlds. This is a basis for
achieving fair virtual currency exchange. Note that we have not
concerned ourselves with the quantities of intrinsic value and
exchangeable value. The introduction of Pareto optimal exchange
should enable the determination of what amount of intrinsic value
should be equal in exchangeable value terms to derive a fair virtual
money exchange regime. This is what the VERA algorithm that we
have proposed has achieved, and we be believe that it is a novel
contribution.

10. Conclusion

In this article, we proposed a new approach to virtual money
exchange to protect virtual wealth by satisfying a continuous set

of Pareto optimal exchange points. With this approach, we were
able to address the importance of protecting virtual wealth,
after reviewing the existing research on virtual money, and dis-
cussing the difficulty of evaluating the total value of such cur-
rencies in the virtual world. To prove that the existence of a
virtual money exchange market is possible, we first proved
the basis for the existence of a common value system wherein
the total intrinsic value of a virtual currency is equal to its total
exchangeable value at any Pareto optimal exchange point. To
protect virtual wealth yet maintain fair exchange of virtual cur-
rencies between virtual worlds, we proposed the VMX approach.
This approach leverages a redistribution strategy so that the
intrinsic value of the money supply must be equal to the
exchangeable value of the money demand at any Pareto optimal
exchange point. This strategy enables virtual currencies to be
exchanged in a fair way, and allowed us to create a technical
design for the proposed VMX system using a novel VERA algo-
rithm. The proposed system dynamically generates virtual cur-
rency exchange rates at a series of Pareto optimal exchange
points that match intrinsic values and exchangeable values for
different virtual currencies.

The proposal of the VERA algorithm is an important result of
this research, so we have included a proof that it is correct in
Appendix A. To address the high fluctuations of virtual currency
exchange rates that participants in virtual worlds might not fa-
vor, we extended the VERA algorithm to include two types of
user adjustments to the minimum acceptable exchange rates.
To provide a platform to observe virtual money exchange
behaviors, we also designed and implemented a VMX simulator.
We conducted sixteen experiments to derive results utilizing
this simulator. The results show that setting a minimum
acceptable exchange rate has a big impact on the success and
failure of the virtual money exchange process. To establish
the theoretical foundation for our VMX approach, we drew
upon three theories for optimization: the Arrow-Debreu model,
double auction equilibrium theory, and Pareto optimality the-
ory. The last of these three proved to be the most effective
for our purposes.

This article represents a pioneering research effort in the
area of protecting virtual wealth through virtual money ex-
change. It makes contributions to the areas of e-commerce
and virtual worlds by providing: a better understanding of
virtual wealth relevant to its protection; new knowledge on
virtual money and its creation, forms and uses; and proof of
the existence of a common value system in which the total
intrinsic value equals the total exchangeable value of a virtual
currency, which supports the operation of a virtual money
exchange. This research also offers: a redistribution strategy
for generating virtual currency exchange rates based on the
Pareto optimal exchange points of intrinsic value and exchange-
able value of virtual currencies; the VERA algorithm for dynam-
ically generating virtual currency exchange rates; and finally,
the design and implementation of a technology artifact that
supports the simulation of various user behaviors for generat-
ing virtual currency exchange rates. More research involving
the simulation of virtual world currency exchange rate con-
struction needs to be conducted, as well as to reconcile the
contradiction between generating fair virtual currency exchange
rates while providing the basis for less fluctuation of virtual
currency exchange rates.
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Appendix A. Correctness proof of the VERA algorithm

In this Appendix, we will prove that the computational method
of the VMX Exchange Rate Algorithm (VERA) is correct. As we sta-
ted in the article, the strategy of the virtual exchange rate regime is
redistribution. That is:

� Given that the exchangeable value and intrinsic value of an arbi-
trary virtual currency are equal, then the total demand of an arbi-
trary virtual currency, in terms of its money value, and in the units
of that virtual currency, can be fulfilled by the total supply of that
virtual currency, in terms of money value, and in the units of that
virtual currency.
The above statement formulates the propositionof the proof. It
can be interpreted as a formal Proposition as follows:
� Proposition 2:

ðEVck
¼ IVck

Þ )
Xcn

y¼c1

udcky ¼
Xcn

y¼c1

scky

 !

EVck denotes the exchangeable value of a virtual currency ck

with ck 2 C. Likewise, IVck denotes the intrinsic value of the cur-
rency ck. udcky represents unknown demand for ck in terms of
money value, while scky is the supply of ck in terms of money value.
The notation p) q denotes a conditional implication relation-
shipindicating that the truth of pimplies the truth of q.

We will apply mathematical induction to prove the above prop-
osition. A Pareto optimal exchange point must be reached for this
to be proved. Since the VMX system consists of different states, the
proposition should be valid for all states. Therefore, the proof is
separated into two parts: (A1) the proof of the proposition by
mathematical induction; and (A2) the proof of Pareto optimal ex-
change point at t = 0, t = 2, and t = m.

A.1. Proof by mathematical induction

First, we develop a proof of the proposition by induction. The
complete proof should consist of both the Sell-Lead and Buy-Lead.
Due to page limitations, we will only show the proof of Sell-Lead.
The proof of Buy-Lead can be constructed in a similar fashion.

Let f ðnÞ :¼ ðEVck
¼ IVck

Þ )
Pcn

y¼c1
sky ¼

Pcn
y¼c1

udky

� �
, where the

pre-condition follows Theorem 2.

Part A. When n = 1, the following will always be true:
1. *udc1c1 ¼ sc1c1 � ec1c1 (Eq. (3))
2. *udc1c1 ¼ sc1c1 (ec1c1 ¼ 1Þ
3. *EVc1 ¼ IVc1 (Theorem 2)
4. *ðEVc1 ¼ IVc1 Þ )

Pc1
y¼c1

udc1y ¼
Pc1

y¼c1
sc1y

Part B. Assume that when n = m, the following is true:

ðEVck
¼ IVck

Þ )
Xcm

y¼c1

udcky ¼
Xcm

y¼c1

scky

 !
: ðProposition 2Þ

Part C. When n = m + 1,
1. *EVck

¼ IVck

2. )scmþ1ck
� eðmþ1Þo ¼ sckcmþ1 � eko (Eq. (21))

3. *scmþ1ck
¼ udckcmþ1=eðmþ1Þk (Eq. (3))

4. )scmþ1ck
� eðmþ1Þo ¼ ðudckcmþ1=eðmþ1ÞkÞ � eðmþ1Þo

5. )scmþ1ck
� eðmþ1Þo ¼ udckcmþ1 � eko (Eq. (12))

6. )sckcmþ1 � eko ¼ udckcmþ1 � eko (Steps 2 and 5, by
substitution)

7. )sckcmþ1 ¼ udckcmþ1

8. *
Pcm

y¼c1
udcky ¼

Pcm
y¼c1

scky (Proposition 2)
9. )

Pcm
y¼c1

udcky þ udckcmþ1 ¼
Pcm

y¼c1
scky þ sckcmþ1 (Steps 7 and

8, equality, addition)
10. )

Pcmþ1
y¼c1

udcky ¼
Pcmþ1

y¼c1
scky

11. )ðEVck
¼ IVck

Þ )
Pcmþ1

y¼c1
udcky ¼

Pcmþ1
y¼c1

scky

Thus, Proposition 2 holds when n = m + 1.
There are several aspects that are worth emphasizing: (1) The

intrinsic value of currency ck is defined to be the supply of ck, that
is, the amount of that is ‘‘leaving’’ the virtual world of ck. (2) The
exchangeable value of currency is defined to be equal to the supply
of the other currency that is to be exchanged for ck, that is, the
amount of non-currency that is ‘‘entering’’ the virtual world of ck.
The total amount also equals the unknown demand for ck. (3)
The introduction of CONEY as a common value system serves to
ensure that all virtual currencies are denominated in the same
units. As a result, the equality between the intrinsic value and
the exchangeable value of currency ck implies the corresponding
values in the units of CONEY will be equal. h

A.2. Proof of Pareto exchange point at t = 0, t = 1, and t = m

Since Proposition 2 have been proven to be valid by induction,
the correctness of the VERA algorithm has to be proved to hold
for all t = k, where k is a non-negative integer. Alternatively, we
can prove this by contradiction. Assume Proposition 2 is not true
for t = r such that ris a non-negative integer. Thus, this implies thatPcn

y¼c1
sky –

Pcn
y¼c1

udky and EVck – IVck as a consequence. This is a
contradiction with Theorem 2 that EVck = IVck. Therefore, Proposi-
tion 2 is proved to be valid. h

Appendix B. A notation table

A A finite set of computer agents that act on behalf
players who request to exchange virtual currencies
between different virtual worlds

V A value set
6 A partial order
S A Cartesian product for an exchange space with

S ¼ V1 � V2 � � � � � Vk � � � � � Vn

� Pareto equivalent
E* An exchange with e* = (e1,e1, . . .,ek, . . .,en)
E An exchange set containing e* elements
C A finite set of virtual currencies with C = {c1,c2, . . .,cn}
cx,cy Any virtual currencies in the set of virtual currencies
co The intermediate common value virtual currency,

CONEY
dxy The demand for cx; associated with obtaining virtual

currency cx using virtual currency cy

udxy The unknown demand for current cx; the quantity is
unknown before a quantity of currency cy is set

sxy The supply of cx; enables the supply of virtual currency
cx for virtual currency cy

usxy The unknown supply for currency cx; the quantity is
unknown before a quantity of currency cy is set

exy A virtual currency exchange rate for virtual currency cx

to virtual currency cy

Exy A set of virtual currency exchange rates with
Exy = {e11,e12, . . .,e1n, . . .,enn}

exo A virtual currency exchange rate of virtual currency cx

to CONEY
j X j The cardinality of set X
IV The intrinsic values of a set of virtual currencies C
EV The exchangeable values of a set of virtual currencies C
IVcx The intrinsic value of a virtual currency cx

EVcx The exchangeable value of a virtual currency cx

NULL Non-existent

(continued on next page)
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t Time
zp The CONEY supply converted from the supply for

virtual currency cx

zq The CONEY demand converted from the demand for
virtual currency cx

MAR The minimal acceptable exchange rate of a player for
any virtual currency exchange rate
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